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while every care has been taken in.preparing the above results, the possibility
of inadvertent errors cannot be
ruled out' DFCCIL does not undertake responsibility of such
enors and reserve the rights to rectify the same at
later stage. DFCCIL regrets inability to entertain uny
"orr..pondence

from unsuccessful candidates.
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Important: Beware of the touts who offer candidates fake promises
ofjobs through illegal means. Do remember
that seeking illegal methods for recruitment is also a serious
crime and anyone found involved in it, shall also be
charged as per Law. The process of recruitment in DFCCIL
e*urinution, is based on merit.
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candidates are advised to regularly visit DFCCIL official website
for the updates.
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The names of candidates who are provisionally^e1ngryled
for thepost of Junior Manager (Mechanical) against
04/2021(vacancy-3, UR-03, SC-b, ST-0, OBC_o; EWS_o / pwBD _01,
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36265't300189

HAVI AGRAWAL
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131 171300053

ANUJ MEENA

3

332221300002
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